Team Green: Thought Locker

Performance Period: Sunday 3/12 - Saturday 3/18

1. Summary of Group Accomplishments:
   - Presentation direction discussed
   - Competition Matrix finalized
   - Feasibility Presentation finalized
   - Feasibility Presentation delivered

2. Individual Contributions/Accomplishments:
   - Deshawn
     i. Completed Presentation writing for portion assigned
     ii. Presentation of slides
   - Olivia
     i. Completed Presentation writing for portion assigned
     ii. Presentation of slides
   - Nathan
     i. Competition matrix finalized
     ii. Completed final edits of Feasibility presentation
     iii. Updated website
   - Jerome
     i. Completed Presentation writing for portion assigned
     ii. Presentation of slides
   - Ty
     i. Assisted with writing of presentation
     ii. Changed wording of a few slides
• Ryan
  i. Completed portion of presentation writing that was assigned
  ii. Presentation of slides

3. Key Objectives for Coming Week:
   • Begin Design phase

4. Issues/Concerns:
   •